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When a customer enters a room, it is the first impression that dictates 

whether they feel welcome and at ease. The high-quality modul space 

furniture range combines timeless Bauhaus design with a simple building 

block principle. It offers intelligent office solutions and integrated room 

concepts for today and tomorrow. The atmosphere which is created in 

the room ignites a real spark at reception and opens the door to more 

fruitful conversations. 

BOSSE SOLUTIONS

WELCOME AREA

Design: Joppich & Rieckhoff; Photo: Karsten Knocke

Design: Joppich & Rieckhoff; Photo: Karsten Knocke
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The furniture from the Bosse Lounge range 

goes together perfectly with the modul space 

hanging elements. For example, the furnishings 

seamlessly reflect colour schemes you desire or 

the corporate interior design.

LOUNGE R ANGE

TAKE A SEAT
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Worldwide exclusive license for 
the original Le Corbusier colours
www.lescouleurs.ch

A range of different work situations create a variety of working conditions. 

The pieces of Bosse modul space furniture are truly multi-talented and 

bring great diversity to your rooms. They act as room dividers, create 

waiting spaces and meeting areas, and with their warm surface finishes 

such as wood or felt they engender a pleasant atmosphere in any room.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE

3-IN-1 SOLUTION
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We only produce high-quality furnishings made in Germany 

that are highly practical and will last for a long time. An office 

equipped with Bosse products will deliver a high degree of top-

quality design, individuality and flexibility that is sustainable. 

Even after many years, the size and function of the Bosse modul 

space furniture can be expanded further. If you wish, panels 

and fronts can also be replaced with different colours. 

SUSTAINABILIT Y CONCEPT

MODERN OFFICE
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PRODUCTIVIT Y

AGILE WORK

The modern world of work is more demanding and varied, vibrant and 

flexible than ever before. It is what inspires us to create furniture solutions 

geared to the challenges of day-to-day life in the office. The modul space 

furnishings are tailored to your needs, variable and modular to cater for 

changes. The high-quality tubes, connectors and panels form the basis 

of a system that can be used to create a wide range of different furniture 

and furnishing solutions.
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WORK SPACES

YOUR DECISION

Inspired by the Bauhaus tradition, today more than ever Bosse 

is synonymous with timeless design. The perfect blend of form 

and function, achieved by consistently focusing only on what is 

essential. In your style or reflecting the corporate interior design. 

This produces timeless modern pieces of furniture with German 

craftsmanship. Exclusive original pieces whose radiance and 

aesthetic appeal impress in any kind of architecture.
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WORK SPACES

BLACK EDITION

1 idea, 1,000 possibilities is given a new dimension 

by black as a modern classic. Tubes, connectors, 

handles, feet, castors: Where previously the 

character of Bosse modul space was defined by 

shiny chrome, a new homeliness is now taking 

over. The matt powder-coated parts blend 

elegantly and discreetly into the background 

and create completely new impressions of the 

classic with a timeless beauty.
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INTERIOR SOLUTIONS 

HOME OFFICE

Bosse modul space allows you to give your home office a 

stylish and modern design. There is room for everything 

in the wide variety of mobile storage units, cupboards, 

sideboards and display cabinets. The timeless design of the 

furniture creates one harmonious unit within a room. An 

ergonomically intelligent table system that you can stand 

or sit at encourages healthy work practices in the office and 

demonstrably eases the strain on the body. In a team or on 

your own: Bosse allows you to create the perfect conditions 

to facilitate a pleasant and effective workflow.
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MODERN HOMELINESS

LIVING

An easy way to feel at home in your own four 

walls. The variety of products from modul space 

offers timeless, multifaceted furnishing solutions 

for your individual living situation. Relaxing luxury 

for demanding individualists and a design that 

expresses your personality.  
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BOSSE MEETS LE CORBUSIER

A WORLD OF 
COLOURS

With the “Polychromie Architecturale” system, Le Corbusier 

invented an ingenious colour system. Each shade is derived 

from nature and has an individual psychological relevance. 

The visionary thinker’s guiding principles on the effect of 

colour are relevant to the present day: Colour modifies the 

space, classifies objects. It also affects our body and mind. Be 

inspired by the radiance and effect of these colours. Create 

your own personal piece of furniture art with Bosse modul 

space in chrome and black and 12 selected lacquered shades 

from the Polychromie Architecturale range.
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4320B blanc ivoire (0750 LC) 4320W le jaune vif (0760 LC) 32021 outremer moyen (0755 LC)32053 vert jaune clair (0761 LC)

4320K bleu outremer 59 (0756 LC) 4320T bleu outremer foncé (0757 LC) 32142 ombre naturelle claire (0751 LC) 32013 gris clair 31 (0752 LC)

32010 gris foncé 31 (0754 LC)32011 gris 31 (0753 LC) 32090 rouge vermillon 31 (0759 LC)4320A rouge vermillon 59 (0758 LC)

Les Couleurs® Le Corbusier is licensed exclusively for Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Please enquire separately for any interest outside of the D-A-CH region. 

RAL COLOURS GLASS VERSIONS PLAIN FINISHES

Satin-finishLacobel

Clear

White glassWhite glass RAL, 
lacquered

Translucent film-
coated

RAL 5024RAL 5002

RAL 7044 RAL 9010

RAL 6018

RAL 6026

RAL 3000RAL 2004RAL 1018

Volcano black VV

Anthracite

Volcano grey (until 12/21) Basalt grey (from 01/22)

Silver

Light grey

CongoCream winter white

White

REAL WOODWOOD FINISH

Halifax oak finish

Platinum oak brushed

Fango oakBeech

Walnut finish

Acorn finish Light oak finish

Grey oakLight oak

Black ash Maple

Black Hacienda ash

WalnutCherry

All RAL colours without metallic or 
fluorescent colours (price group 
E). Other colour systems can be 
used in return for a surcharge of 
€ 250.00 per commission and 
colour. The RAL CLASSIC fold-out 
colour chart is presented with the 
permission of RAL GmbH, Sankt 
Augustin. The designation RAL is 
a protected trademark. www.ral-
farben.de
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Bosse modul space impresses with its timeless 

design “made in Germany”, rounded off with a 

varied range of colours, materials and finishes. 

You can play around and configure the furniture 

of your dreams online with the Configurator! 

MODUL SPACE CONFIGUR ATOR

DESIGNED 
BY YOURSELF
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Intelligent design for the future. The Bosse Cube offers a refined 

setting for confidential conversations. Perfect as a meeting 

room, for working collaboratively and as an individual office. 

The rooms are flexible and can be moved around because 

they are not attached to the shell of the building. The series 

4 system is efficient to install and is equipped with ceiling-

integrated lighting and ventilation. 

BOSSE SPACE CUBE

STAY FLEXIBLE
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Make phone calls without being disturbed, have confidential 

conversations or promote focused collaboration. The new-

generation Bosse human space satisfies all these requirements. 

It is not just the response to the challenges of the modern world 

of work, but satisfies the most exacting aesthetic demands 

with its timeless, minimalist design. 

BOSSE ACOUSTIC PODS

RETHINKING SPACES
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DIALOGUE CUBE

UNDISTURBED WORK

A place of retreat is worth its weight in gold! There is now more 

focus on video conferencing than ever before. Employees 

need spaces in which they can take part in video conferences 

without being disturbed. The dialogue cube satisfies precisely 

these requirements for tomorrow’s world of work. A productive 

conversation or a video conference that is held successfully 

without interruption can save time and money and significantly 

advance your projects.
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In the natural world, negative ions make the air pure and make us feel 

good. The negative ions stick to positively charged, harmful particles in 

the air and in so doing inactivate viruses, neutralise bacteria and render 

pollen, fungal spores, smoke particles and particulate matter harmless. 

The Bosse ION-Cloud has been shown to be effective in protecting you 

and your customers from infections in your rooms.  

THE POWER OF NEGATIVE IONS

ION-CLOUD
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The ION-Cloud can also be configured in the Cube of your choice or be 

retrofitted at any time. The desktop device is suitable for your workplace 

and will envelope you in a protective cloud with an effective orbital range 

of up to 3 metres. To guarantee maximum added value and peace of 

mind for our customers and subsequent users, Bosse has subjected its 

new ION-Cloud product to scientific studies to examine the effect on 

bacteria and viruses (influenza, coronavirus, Staphylococcus aureus).

ION-CLOUD

SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN
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Bosse is employed successfully around the world and has many 

years of expertise in a variety of different companies, sectors 

and architectures. We know what people need and want when 

it comes to room design and our innovative products allow 

individual solutions to be created. Elegant, functional and 

perfectly tailored to suit every single requirement.

MANY YEARS OF EXPERT KNOWLEDGE

REFERENCES

 Disamobili, Seoul / South Korea

 Office 360 GmbH, Hanover / Germany

 JURA, Nuremberg / Germany

 TU Munich, Munich / Germany

 Leica Camera AG, Wetzlar / Germany

 Prometeia, Bologna / Italy

 Jaumanns Hotel zur Quelle, Cologne / Germany

 Alte Leipziger, Oberursel / Germany

 European Court of Justice, Kirchberg-Plateau / Luxembourg

Visit us on our website or social media channels where you 

will find more inspirational content for our modul space and 

human space products.
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   bosse_design

bosse.de
dauphin-group.com

Manufacturer:

Bosse Design Gesellschaft für  

Innovative Office Interiors mbH & Co. KG

Stahler Ufer 7

37671 Höxter/Stahle

+49 5531 1297-0

info@bosse.de

Sales:

Dauphin HumanDesign® Group GmbH & Co. KG

Espanstraße 36

91238 Offenhausen

+49 9158 17-700

info@dauphin-group.com
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